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Introduction

In a time of multiple crises and great uncertainty, the ways we regenerate cities must be rethought deeply. Facing the multiple
scars witnessed by unfinished neighbourhoods, brand-new buildings standing empty, soulless districts and dynamics of
displacement often labelled as ‘gentrification’, the T-Factor consortium supports the emergence of temporary initiatives in the
‘meanwhile’ of urban developments. Often, these initiatives are key to build shared public value and rewire the social, cultural
and economic fabrics of the areas under regeneration. They are often well positioned to become permanent fixtures of the
local landscape. With a rich mix of theoretical and practical knowledge, the T-Labs in T-Factor support Pilot activities
throughout Europe to prototype participatory urban futures.

We need new urban regeneration models and tools to keep pace with complexity, rapid change, and emerging needs in our
neighbourhoods and communities. Urban regeneration is not only about cities’ hardware - buildings and infrastructure. Now
more than ever, urban regeneration should be understood as a fundamental reboot of the urban software - the social,
ecological, cultural and economic fabric that makes cities thrive, persist and mitigate against present and future shared risks.
In order to tackle the pressing issues in urban regeneration, the vision of inspiring and facilitating progressive, participatory,
and citizen-driven urban regeneration processes will be realised by T-Labs in collaboration with six Pilot cities across Europe.
Together, they work on meanwhile uses according to an emergent process that responds to the challenges and concerns that
are particular to each locality and its inhabitants.

The Editorial Plan in T-Factor sets the ground for knowledge co-creation, capture and storytelling around transformative
meanwhile uses in urban regeneration. It does so through a process designed by emergence - a loose and serendipitous
process where we aim to address matters of concern that may emerge over time across the T-Factor pilot cities and within its
broader community of practice. In this way, we acknowledge that urban regeneration increasingly deals with complexity and
uncertainty, and that new challenges and risks unfold along the way. In T-Factor, T-Labs are the engines that allow these
challenges and risks to become the ground for collective discovery and learning.
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About this document

This Editorial Plan outlines the editorial position of T-Labs for knowledge production and dissemination. The plan is divided
into three sections, intended for progressively more specific audiences. Part A outlines the editorial visions of the T-Labs and
sets the main challenges of the Pilot cities in T-Factor. It also introduces the approach of “matters of concern” in exploring,
addressing, and conveying challenges around meanwhile uses in urban regeneration. This section is relevant for a broad
audience, including T-Factor’s community of practice, as well as the T-Factor consortium as a whole, and interested audiences.
Part B elaborates the workflow, work products and other practicalities, mainly concerning the T-Labs and their editorial
collaborators. Part C includes various appendixes with background information, relevant mostly to the T-Labs.

Across these phases and activities, the Editorial Plan helps the T-Labs to keep track of their processes by outlining the
workflows including tasks, responsibilities, and timelines (see Chapter 4). For the Pilots, the Editorial Plan provides an overview
of T-Labs, Pilots’ challenges, and envisaged T-Labs supporting activities. To help readers navigate this Editorial Plan, the next
page features a visual overview of key actors in connection with the core activities and thematics that will be discussed.
Concretely, figure 1 conveys the workflow of the T-Labs, which will develop probing activities in the latter half of 2021, and
produce full cycles of dialogue, interventions and content publication in collaboration with the Pilots in 2022 and 2023. These
activities will all be centred around the challenges of the Pilots.

In this Editorial Plan, the substance, approach and process of T-Labs is described for the duration of the T-Factor project. The
document thus serves as a resource for the planning and execution of all T-Labs activities, as envisaged in Spring 2021. In the
course of the coming year, as the project progresses, addenda will be produced that supplement this plan, indicating further
steps and providing greater clarity on a number of outstanding issues. These addenda will be developed in co-creation with
relevant consortium partners, while incorporating T-Labs perspectives in each instance. The addenda are: (1) communication
formats (with Espacio Open), (2) T-Cycle design (with the Transformation Agency) and (3) final products design (with Tecnalia &
Espacio Open).
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For both relevant stakeholders and the general public, the Editorial Plan communicates the strategy of action and knowledge
production in the collaboration, occurring between T-Labs and Pilots in meanwhile uses. For example, T-Lab 4 (Urban design
for Sociality and Well-being) might develop a T-Probe with Amsterdam, based on the challenge of how to renew the
relationship with urban nature. This could result in a Probe where a subjective mapping of the Pilot location with emphasis on
nature. Subsequently, a T-Cycle might be developed in which a T-Talk is organised between local community representatives
and biodiversity experts, leading to a T-Action that organises a new community garden. The activities in the T-Probe, T-Talk and
T-Action will all be translated into separate content items that are shared through T-Factors’ digital platform. The following
therefore showcases the diversity and synergies of T-Labs and Pilots, connecting to a number of other deliverables in the
project:

The Glossary: Through the actions and discussions of the T-Labs with Pilots, T-Factor seeks to influence public discourse as one
of its primary communicational outcomes. An important part of this influence stems from our use of key terms and concepts,
which will be composed into a Glossary. The Glossary is expected to be actively used in further conversations, deliverables and
content produced during the T-Cycles. The Glossary is available here.

The Style Guide: The Editorial Plan sets the ground for a storytelling process, therefore, it is important to have a consistent
language that involves tone of voice and the look & feel it conveys. In developing T-Probes and T-Cycles, T-Labs are expected to
be acquainted with, and implement the Style Guide. Indeed, there is a level of editorial freedom that balances the need for
convergence, which means that every T-Lab retains final say in editorial choices of their deliverables. The Style Guide can be
found here.

The Formats: The Editorial Plan includes a shortlist of formats to facilitate content production. This list, provided by WP8 leader
Espacio Open, indicates the communication and dissemination channels of T-Factor where the contents can be presented, the
relevant stakeholders, and the formats such as read/view-only formats, physical and online events. The detailed list can be
found in Appendix 1. The list will be extended as the project moves forward.

Relevant to the Editorial Plan, there are a number of deliverables being produced in parallel with this document. In  May 2021,
along with this document, a granular T-Factor Theory of Change (D7. 1), Pilots Masterplan Analysis ( D2.2) and T-Factor
Platform (D3.2) will be published.
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PART A | Editorial Plan
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1. The Transformation Labs

The Transformation Labs, or T-Labs in short, are the knowledge engines of the T-Factor project: they provide insights and skills
that address the concerns of the Pilots and enrich their meanwhile practices. They support the Pilots in moving forward with
their actions together with Local Coalitions. T-Labs embody the living knowledge that supports Pilots in their exploration and
delivery of place-based missions of innovation in the meanwhile. Spanning multiple thematics - arts, culture & creativity,
industry 4.0, circular and collaborative economy, climate change, social innovation and inclusion, and more - the T-Labs are the
fundamental engine through which we aim to shift from meanwhile uses serving masterplan delivery, towards ‘meanwhile
uses that are instead able to transform the trajectory of masterplans towards higher ambitions of sustainable, inclusive and
thriving urban regeneration’.

The Labs have been defined by two main features: on the one hand, the broad impact areas and themes envisaged by the
Pilots’ regeneration initiatives and their initial masterplans or pre-masterplans; on the other hand, the specific areas and
thematic domains of knowledge and expertise in the T-Factor consortium. In the process of collaborating with Pilots, T-Labs
also generate practical knowledge and new insights. This knowledge is gathered in various forms of content, and presented to
the public via appropriate channels and platforms, such as the digital platform, toolkit, digital archive, and potentially through
T-Journals and other T-Factor channels.
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T-Lab team: University of Arts London, Friche la Belle de Mai,
University of Lisbon

T-Lab 1 lab shares and extends knowledge of how arts and
cultural practices can shape and enhance positive change in
both the ‘software’ and ‘hardware’ of urban regeneration. It
applies arts, culture and creative collaboration as a means to
unlock ‘wide-spectrum’ innovations in products and services
– across core functions in cities such as living, caring, learning,
working, moving, supplying and enjoying.

T-Lab 1 explores and exchanges expertise in collaborative and participatory arts and design
practices to support meaningful engagement, foster social inclusion and cohesion, build
community resilience and deliver cultural value.
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The Lab engages in arts-led practices to foster voice and agency, focussing on those groups and communities who may have
less chances to have their say on the city-making process. T-Lab 1 contrasts ‘niche urban spaces’ by supporting active
contribution of different groups, especially via bottom-up production of cultural contents that can promote intercultural
dialogue, gender equality and respect for any form of diversity.

The key theme of narrating a range of practices such as social/public engagement, participatory practices and
co-creation/design across disciplines range from fine art to design and architecture, which has taken the form of a Round
Table held on the Marseille Digital Biennale’s platform in January ’21 and another series of Round Tables is to be held on Nova’s
platform in May ’21. This is in parallel to a mapping process happening across the 3 sites to establish what engagements,
methods and tools are available. This leads to establishing a community of practice whose expertise and tools will be available
to the Pilots. Therefore, T-Lab 1 also explores how the hardware dimension supports or denies opportunities for coproduction of
identity, culture and value for publics and places.

Emerging topics are how performativity can be applied to other T-Labs and Pilots, how Art, Culture and Creativity can be
applied to themes such as nature in urban contexts and how the Lab can engage with invisible or marginal communities
using ‘bottom-up’ methods. There is an opportunity for T-Lab 1 to work with T-Lab 2 as their expertise in Steam and Industry
4.0 and Industry 5.0 agendas is potentially of great value.
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T-Lab team: Technical University of Dortmund, Tecnalia

T-Lab 2 combines the upcoming potential of Industry 4.0
and Industry 5.0 with the innovative perspectives of young
digital start-ups and socio-digital movements like the maker
movement. Meanwhile spaces open facilitation possibilities
to integrate these topics, e.g. in maker spaces and urban
innovation hubs. The Lab focuses on the areas of adopting a
human-centric approach for digital technologies
including artificial intelligence, up-skilling and reskilling
workers, particularly digital skills, modern, resource-efficient
and sustainable industries and transition to a circular
economy.

T-Lab 2 provides knowledge and expertise in the work-oriented design of digital change to
secure the future of the craft sector, including “Factory of the future” competencies on smart
technical services, adaption intelligence of factories and person-centred digitisation.
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Furthermore, the Lab works on digital social innovation and digital inclusion in companies as well as hubs for digital
start-ups and labs for digital leadership in enterprises. With respect to civil society actors, the Lab also provides insights about
quarter-related and citizen driven FabLabs, inclusion and training orientated labs (e.g. inclusive Makerspaces) and platforms for
maker communities. It will also examine the potential of urban production, especially upcycling & do-it-yourself - approaches
as well as  urban gardening & farming (e.g. aquaponic).

Activities may include: Mapping existing potential and analysing match cases; Support for setting up inspiring makerspaces;
Methods for cooperation between universities, enterprises, digital start-ups; Formats of matchmaking events between digital
start-ups and firms. TU Dortmund University and tecnalia will collect relevant knowledge and expertise in the fields of interest
to the T-Lab topic and Pilot’s strategies. Knowledge and expertise are derived mainly from the projects that both organisations
are involved in. Additionally, partner organisations in Dortmund and Bilbao that work in close cooperation with TU Dortmund
University or Tecnalia are invited for their expertise as well.
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T-Lab team: Futuribile, Aalborg University

T-Lab 3 supports Pilots in rethinking “smartness” beyond the
top-down smart city paradigm, towards an inclusive and
sustainable digital transformation. The Lab envisions the
meanwhile as a sandbox to collectively redefine the meaning and
use of technology in urban environments. Despite the
pervasiveness of technology in our everyday lives, where mundane
objects, places and interactions are digitally augmented, the
benefits are reaped by a few big players, and citizens have little
awareness of the mechanisms involved. The digital value chain is
often invisible, opaque and long-range.

Citizen-led Smartness means supporting Pilots in steering a localised digital value chain
where value is generated and distributed locally, and citizens have a high degree of awareness
and agency.
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The Lab plans to assist pilots and produce knowledge on three levels:

1. Enhancing the resilience of local digital infrastructure - considering public interest decisions on open software, open
data, transparency, privacy, interoperability, collective governance;

2. Designing inclusive public and private community services that make use of technology;
3. Spreading digital awareness and literacy in communities and making these elements part of sense of place-building.

T-Lab 3 calls this approach “digital placemaking” because they address technology in building a ‘sense of place’ in pilots.
Nonetheless, they distance themselves from digital placemaking endeavours that see technology as a neutral instrument and
that focus on citizen engagement with digital means without a critical vision of technology. The Lab envisions working on
topics such as: the digital layer of the “15-minutes city”; integrating digital policies of the city within the pilot boundaries;
establishing renewable energy communities; digitalising ecology (recognising and even empowering non-human agents
through digital); distributed and preventative healthcare; materialising digital rights in the public space; digital literacy; data
feminism.
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T-Lab team: LAND Italia, University of Arts London

T-Lab 4 envisions public open spaces as drivers for more
inclusive urban development and as platforms promoting
public debate and social interaction. The climate emergency,
shifting social behaviors and the pandemic are all severely
impacting how citizens see, use and desire urban
landscapes. At the same time, these shifting perspectives
show great potential to support achieving the goals of
Agenda 2030 and for opening a debate with EU initiatives
focused on sustainability and cooperation, such as the New
European Bauhaus.

The main goal of T-Lab 4 is to support the pilots’ responsiveness to societal challenges by
spreading environmental awareness, creating attractive and sustainable green areas and
addressing COVID-related psychological and social distress among most vulnerable groups.
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The Lab will explore the potential of participative landscape design within large and complex masterplans for establishing a
green and social infrastructure to ensure its liveability and maintenance, starting at early implementation. In doing so, it seeks
to identify innovative governance, debate and design tools. Identifying and experimenting with more inclusive, pleasant and
resilient solutions for the public realm in a collaborative perspective (public institutions, private companies, no-profit
organizations, citizens) will also help to develop innovative governance tools as well as leveraging unexplored synergies and
materializing objectives of the European Green Deal, such as planning/implementation of nature-based systems.

Urban nature is the main player enabling meanwhile strategies; among them strategies focused on accessibility, cultural and
generational openness, digitalization and safeness; people wellbeing through benefits of nature-based open spaces; efficient
management through community centered and participatory design, landscape anticipation, climate resilience; adaptability
to changes of land use.
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T-Lab team: Open University of Catalonia, ANCI Toscana

T-Lab 5 will focus on circular and collaborative economy
practices in Pilots’ meanwhile uses with the aim of
raising awareness about the environmental and
technological challenges in achieving a sustainable and
inclusive society. Specifically, this T-Lab will support the
selected pilots in defining, enriching and developing
meanwhile uses that follow the principles of the circular
economy.

T-Lab 5 will facilitate the experimentation and potential establishment of critical approaches
to circular material flows and collaborative economies at the neighbourhood level.
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Notions of circularity will be critically scrutinised to take into account the entropic logic of economic processes and the
necessity to link zero-waste and low-carbon and self-sufficient strategies to new economic paradigms, such as degrowth.
Regarding the collaborative economy, the main goal is to provide pilots with insights from peer-production initiatives within
the social and solidarity economy that contrapose sharing economy platform capitalism models.

Within T-Lab 5, challenges and limitations in implementing and replicating circular and collaborative economy practices will
be examined. Further, the role of stakeholder engagement in implementing such practices and the need for local and
European regulatory frameworks to accompany their development will be explored.

In this context, T-Lab 5 will review urban practices and policies of circular and collaborative economy and map out relevant
actors, networks, places, practices, policies and educational contexts at European level. Additionally, with the help of partners
and stakeholders from the pilot cities, we will review and analyse both the current state of circular and collaborative
economies and policies, and the potential adaptation of measures in the meanwhile spaces. This will be achieved through
dialogue with the different partners and stakeholders involved in the T-Lab, leading to the generation of actions and content
during the implementation of the pilots.
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T-Lab team: Technical University of Dortmund,
City of Dortmund, City of Lodz, University of Lodz

T-Lab 6 explores how meanwhile uses can be shaped as
a supporting infrastructure for co-productive urban
development, e.g. collaborative initiatives such as social
enterprises. Core issues are the role of participation in
urban regeneration projects, focusing on creation of
new labour and the inclusion of vulnerable groups and
groups at risk of exclusion.

T-Lab 6 supports the establishment of socially innovative environments that enable the
co-production of prototypes and solutions for municipal challenges.
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The Lab offers a frame that can be adapted for the specific municipal and local constellations, and which is based on own lab
development experiences and worldwide case studies. This frame is enriched with inspiring examples for diverse municipal
challenges and political targets like the SDGs to be reformulated in the specific local T-Factor context.

The Lab provides knowledge and expertise on governing multi-stakeholder processes, citizen engagement and participation,
social innovation and public sector innovation, co-design and co-creation methodologies, intermediary structures like centres
and labs for social innovation as well as upskilling and employability in connection to creative industries (new work and
inclusion).

Regarding the co-productive urban development approach and social cohesion, the category of diversity needs to be pointed
out. In this context, important questions are how the city deals with different perspectives and how the voices of
disadvantaged minorities (i.e. gender, race, ethnicity) are recognised in the decision-making process. In this line of thinking,
using a participatory approach is valuable for a variety of reasons. The participatory (inclusive) perspective on urban
revitalisation is grounded in principles of strength-based approaches as well as inclusion, empowerment and space.
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T-Lab team: ANCI Toscana, Technical University of Dortmund,
Waag

T-Lab 7 Climate Change and Regenerative Cities embraces
the concept of a Just Transition by envisioning climate action
in cities as the driving force for highest quality, inclusive and
thriving urban regeneration that fundamentally respects our
planetary boundaries. The Lab recognises that such a
transition requires long term and collectively shared high
ambitions and vision, as well as a deep understanding of the
systemic nature of risks that we face as humans globally.

T-Lab 7 supports the creation of integrated and holistic meanwhile programmes that can
address climate-related issues at a more systemic level, particularly through temporary uses
that can work as testbeds for municipal policy, strategy and regulatory innovations.
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T-Lab 7 is approached with a combination of systems thinking, strategic design and learning, supporting the T-Factor’s pilot
cities in defining, implementing and assessing holistic portfolios of ‘meanwhile experiments’ that can set the basis for long
term regeneration paths rooted in co-benefits, i.e. across society, the economy and the environment. Therefore all different
constituents of urban systems are addressed - policies and regulations, capital deployment, governance, business models, data
and tech, culture - in an attempt to support integrated and highly connected strategies of temporary uses.

The UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and Doughnut Economics stand as our guiding frameworks of reference, in
order to define meanwhile experiments that, although place-based and likely small scale, can contribute to major global
challenges, including planetary breakdown, poverty and exclusion, and polarisation of wealth. The support can range from
policy to practice, including research and knowledge creation, design, capability building, networking, dissemination,
monitoring and evaluation.

Examples of frontier themes and domains addressed in T-Lab 7 include anticipatory, collaborative and ecological governance,
regulatory sandboxes and innovation zones for climate experiments, policies for adaptation, resilience and regeneration,
co-investment models, transformational capital, distributed forms of ownership for shared urban assets, civic and well-being
economies and business models for “short distance / sustainable living schemes” in cities.
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2. The challenges

2.1 The approach: Challenges as matters of concern

The Editorial Plan seeks to connect the expertise of the seven T-Labs with the concrete challenges faced by the Pilots. These
challenges circumscribe the complex phenomena that Pilots seek to address, and through which T-Labs, based on their
disciplines, knowledge and resources, can engage with and support the Pilots. T-Labs will engage with the Pilots’ challenges to
facilitate synergies, thematic crossovers, methodological enrichment and collaborative actions.

These challenges are understood through the lens of ‘matters of concern’. This concept is central to the approach of the
well-known French anthropologist and science philosopher Bruno Latour. In his work, he defines matters of concern as “highly
complex, historically situated, richly diverse”1 phenomena. This
way of looking at challenges prioritises the subjective and
contextual understanding of challenges, as distinct from other
modes of knowledge production. In particular, a distinction can
be made between matters of concern and more academic
‘matters of fact’, which are necessarily abstracted from the
actors and stakeholders involved, and ‘matters of interest’,
which instrumentalise actors and stakeholders. By defining our
challenges in this particular sense, we choose to emphasise
T-Factor’s core commitment to embedding research
perspectives in the reality of participating communities. In this
approach, academic and industry perspectives are seen as
complementary to matters of concern2.

2 See pages 6-7, in: https://waag.org/sites/waag/files/2018-06/Research-Agenda-Waag-2018.pdf
1 Bruno Latour, “Why Has Critique Run Out of Steam ? From Matters of Fact to matters of concern”  (2003: 237).
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The key feature of approaching the work of T-Labs through matters of concern is that our perspective remains grounded in the
practice of the pilots. This means that the challenges of actors and stakeholders maintain the central position in the design,
implementation, and evaluation of research and actions. Approaching challenges in terms of matters of concern allows actions
and knowledge production to be organised locally and in a transdisciplinary fashion, focussing on Pilots’ outcomes in specific
and concrete terms, yet remaining open to comprehensive visions such as SDG’s and the soon-to-be published Theory of
Change of T-Factor. Moreover, by staying grounded in the issues that matter to Pilots’ practitioners and their community
partners, T-Factor creates optimal conditions for grass-roots empowerment and strong collaboration with local coalitions,
contributing to societal impact on their terms.

The challenges are presented as matters of concern in the next section (3.2). Drawing on their repertoires of knowledge and
practices, the T-Labs will decide together with pilots on pursuing some of these challenges, as elaborated in Part B: Workflow.

2.2 Six challenges

Six challenges, understood as matters of concern, form the core of this Editorial Plan. As is further explained in the workflow
section below, these challenges were determined through a multi-phase co-creative process, as part of an ongoing mapping
process. The challenges will therefore further evolve over the course of the project. In all of this, the Pilots have the leading
voice; the role of the T-Labs is both to stimulate and to support the Pilots in this process.

The current outcomes of this process are six ‘snapshots’ of the challenges. The editorial map with all six challenges is presented
directly below, showing the weighted involvement of the different Pilots and T-Labs, as well as the connections between
challenges, Pilots and T-Labs. This map will evolve until the collaborations between T-Labs and Pilots are ‘locked in’ (early 2022).
Below this map, the snapshot of each challenge is presented, providing a more detailed exploration, including context,
sub-questions and the proposed T-Probes. These Probes are the first activation of the Editorial Plan, where the most promising
connections and focal points between pilots and T-labs will be prototyped. This section closes with a map of all the Probes. In
Appendix 2 and 3, the unedited snapshots and probes are available.
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2.2.1 How can we renew our relationship with nature in urban environments?

Historically, the city has been envisaged as the human abode, separated from the natural landscapes beyond its walls. Today,
looming environmental crises and a resurgence of interest in green and wellbeing perspectives is breaking down this division,
leading to the question for city-dwellers of how to renew their relationship with nature within the urban environment. This
concern brings together an emphasis on societal fabric and improved well being, considering the relation to living structures
and ecosystems. As such, it touches upon a multiple set of challenges and potential resources that will be explored in two
T-Probes, focussing on alternative mapping of meanwhile environments and on-site biodiversity education activities.

Urban nature is a key topic for many cities in tackling the climate emergency and restraining biodiversity loss; the pandemic
boosted the need for green areas as open air escape and safe socialisation spaces, stressing their role in people’s wellbeing.
High levels of biodiversity and maintenance are crucial factors to ensure optimal systemic wellbeing and social benefits of
functional urban ecosystems; on the other hand activation and inclusion play an important role in mobilising communities to
engagements with urban life beyond the human. Pilots emphasise challenges of (1) co-operative governance models that
foster community engagement and care for green spaces, (2) new approaches for measuring and performing the impacts of
living ecosystems, and (3) co-inhabiting semi-wild situations between humans and other species, metabolic flows and
timeframes. Digitisation will represent a driver to encourage citizens’ interaction with natural spaces and visualise and
monitor local ecosystems.
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Sub-questions challenge 1 Potential T-Labs support - Tools, activities

Co-operative Governance (T-Labs 4, 5, 7)
- How to foster public ownership and stimulate green care?
- How can urban green stimulate citizen capacity building?

● Urban Gardening
● New maintenance models
● Food-oriented community participation

Seeing & Performing ecosystems (T-Labs 1, 3, 4, 5, 7)
- How to measure and communicate impacts of ecosystems?
- Designing productive landscapes beyond traditional parks.

● Nature as stakeholder in workshops
● Internet of nature
● Mapping metabolic flows

Digitising ecology (T-Labs 3, 4, 7)
- Can data-management stimulate nature-culture interaction?

● Digital mapping
● Digital landscape (by LAND)

Living together in the wild city (T-Labs 3, 4, 7)
- Biodiversity as ethic: co-inhabiting places with non-humans.
- Biodiversity as aesthetic: how can we design the wilderness?

● Animal-aided design & Urban wilderness
● Permaculture garden (ASP)
● MIND Food Hub and MIND beehive

Probes challenge 1 T-Labs Pilots Output formats

Probe 1: MAPPING - Co-creation of an alternative mapping
involving storytelling and community perspectives
Sharing a common vision and enhancing collaborative networks,
understanding the relations to the living environment in the place,
include multiple perspectives.

T-Lab 4,
T-Lab 3

Milan,
Amster
dam,
London

● Online alternative mapping
● Public space design
● Awarene (future) users
● Meaningful routes

Probe 2: MAKING - Biodiversity education
generating an attachment of the users to the specific site
Users activation, raise liveliness, educate about the importance of
functioning ecosystems and transmission of construction and
cultivation skills.

T-Lab 4 Milan,
Amster
Dam,
London

● Rise of awareness, identity
and vitalisation of area

● ‘DIT’ Knowledge sharing
● KM0 food supply
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2.2.2 How can we rethink innovation districts to trigger preventative health, wellbeing & happiness?

Can we envisage innovation districts not only as a strategic concentration of innovative facilities, but also as public health
actors? This entails approaching health holistically as a multi-faceted phenomenon that permeates every aspect of life,
following the movement from curative to preventative health. As a broad wellbeing-oriented approach, this concern
encompasses practices around sociality, the infrastructure of health, nature and healthy activities. These diverse dynamics will
be addressed together in a probe that explores the capacities for inclusive digital placemaking in urban regeneration.

Focussing on wellbeing validates approaches that contrast isolation and create conditions for lifelong, diverse social ties,
alongside the leveraging of technology and new governance models that contribute to decentralising care and federating it
among different health players. Distributing functions implies the inclusion of new actors and rethinking the health value
chain, to improve the overall resilience of the health system. Healthy activities, situated in a natural environment whose
restorative aspects are strengthened, can be activated for the area's dwellers, ranging from micro-mobility to active ageing
and sports. For the Pilots, key focus points are (1) social ties as a source for wellbeing, prevention and care, (2) the need for
placemaking activities and governance formats that create synergies between public health facilities, pharma and innovation
organisations and (3) a focus on health in the profiling of the innovation district in which the meanwhile uses take place.
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Sub-questions challenge 2 Potential T-Labs support - Tools, activities

Social ties as source of wellbeing (T-Lab 7)
- How can we promote experiential social ties?
- How can new innovation players contribute to collective wellbeing?

● Hands-on workshops, on making
meaning around happiness, wellbeing
and health in respective contexts

Infrastructuring Health (T-Lab 2, 3, 5)
- How can decentralisation spur bottom-up initiatives and lead to a

sense of belonging and "ownership" in how health is managed?
- How can citizens’ health benefit from the presence of health

players?

● Co-design of local care value chain
● Data sensemaking activities
● Co-design a programme of healthy

activities

The relationship with nature  as source of wellbeing (T-Lab 3, 4, 5, 7)
- Which elements of wilderness and nature provide a sense of

wellbeing and do they fit in urban space to enhance health?

● Co-design activities for nature based
solutions, green and public spaces

Healthy activities (T-Lab 2, 3, 5, 6, 7)
- Can micro-mobility support inclusivity and community building?
- How to ensure public spaces for sport and create a porosity

between sport initiatives by local companies and area dwellers?

● Tactical urbanism
● “Meaningful routes”

Probe challenge 2 T-Labs Pilots Output formats

Probe: The digital 15-minute city
technology in service of localised meaning and value production
Objective: exploring how to use technology in urban regeneration for
digital place-making (local sense-making, community building,
storytelling, inclusion, digital literacy) and reducing the length of the value
chain (local marketplaces, communities, data trusts, knowledge sharing).

T-Lab 3 Milan,
Lisbon

A roundtable of
stakeholders with
expertise in participatory
and cooperative
initiatives facilitated by
technology
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2.2.3 How can we design urban spaces that contrast loneliness, isolation and exclusion?

Affordable housing for all, mixed neighbourhoods for young and old, as well as diverse social and cultural offerings are some
examples of urban development policies that respect and build the city for everyone. At its basis are social interaction and
social ties that show the value of individuals’ relations with each other in a neighbourhood context. Expressions like feelings of
loneliness and lack of social support are a matter of concern in developing public spaces and in the design of physical
characteristics of the neighbourhood such as green spaces, meeting spaces, etc.

Municipalities, companies and civil society jointly develop solutions for diverse coexistence in the city. This is also called
co-productive urban development where citizens, city officials, researchers, and businesses become city makers. Together,
they have a responsibility to develop collective ownership models that dedicate places to the common good in the long term.
The continuous negotiation of the concept of common good can accompany the sustainable development of
neighbourhoods, cities and regions and thus strengthen social cohesion. Pilots brought in key concerns, including (1)
developing an identity that fosters the relationship between open public urban spaces, and the inclusion of diverse citizens
and (2) participatory approaches that engage both institutional and local/grassroots stakeholders.
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Sub-questions challenge 3 Potential T-Labs support - Tools, activities

Diagnosis of challenges (T-Labs 4, 6)
● How to use participation to see cities as diverse, sewn patchworks?
● How to diagnose who is excluded, disadvantaged or at risk?

● 'Unity in diversity' approach;
● Strength-based approach;
● People as key actors in regeneration.

Citizen empowerment (T-Labs 1, 3, 4, 6)
● How to empower the excluded ones and develop social bonds?
● What role do mutual learning, preventing digital inequality and

strengthening social recognition of deprived groups play?

● Transformative learning,
● Social recognition & empowerment
● Shared storytelling
● Art-based Community Work

Inclusive urban design (T-Lab 4, 6)
● How to recognise youth as co-creators of revitalisation in a

multi-generational approach?
● How to protect places and people from the negative effects of

gentrification and make sure their identities and soul are protected?

● Inclusive Urban Space Design
● Cooperation with local leaders to

connect to all groups
● Gendered landscape method
● Embedding community workers

Probes challenge 3 T-Labs Pilots Output formats

Co-creation for policymakers: an introductory course
The MOOC explores the different aspects of co-creation, and highlights the
concrete assets that active public engagement can bring to policy design.

T-Lab 6 Lisbon,
Kaunas

● 5-week MOOC

Getting to know the place / Stitching the city
Learning ideas for regenerating the site from a variety of communities, both
professional, average resident and future users.

T-Lab 6 Lisbon,
Kaunas

● Tours with locals
● Participatory

workshops

Micro-scale revitalisation of backyard
Empowering disadvantaged communities as a real partner of macro-scale
urban regeneration through engagement with micro-scale change.

T-Lab 6 Lisbon,
Kaunas

● Online
consultations

● Q&A sessions
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2.2.4 How can we leverage arts, culture & creativity to unlock new jobs and enterprises?

Individuals and institutions from Cultural and Creative Sectors are driving urban, cultural and economic change. Cultural
impulses create urban and economic potential. Dynamics brought about by rapid technological and digital developments
pertain not only to products and production, but more and more to social and urban structures as well. In the context of urban
regeneration projects, it is a matter of concern of how makers, artists, creatives can stimulate job creation and new modes of
enterprise, connecting traditional and digital crafts, diverse communities and generations.

Arts, culture and creativity provide a range of modes to engage communities through relational practices and through a
‘bottom-up’ process that is trans-generational, addressing marginalised and vulnerable groups. How can arts, culture &
creativity directly leverage established industries and relate to new industries where digital processes can result in bespoke
or small production models? How can these aspects contribute to social wellbeing? The Pilots key concerns revolve around (1)
how to share state-of-the-art technology with local communities and (2) the links between non artistic practice, communities,
spaces and sustainable creative economic activity.
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Sub-questions challenge 4 Potential T-Labs support - Tools, activities

Participation of communities (T-Labs 1, 2, 5, 6, 7)
● How to engage arts & new economic activity in a bottom-up process?
● How to include vulnerable groups, build bridges between cultural

classes, create sensitivity for informal culture as a method?

● Digital & traditional crafts
● Mobile media labs and fablabs
● Communities of practice

Synergies between old industries and new industries (T-Labs 1, 2, 7)
● What can be learned from older/traditional jobs, crafts, industries to

bridge to new ones and make intergenerational relations possible?

● Creative business models
● Businesses for creativity

Social cohesion, confidence and social-physical fabric (T-Labs 1, 2, 5, 7)
● How can arts support confident communities, with attention for

collaboration & commons as a counterpoint to economic exchange?
● How to remain critical of an oversimplification expecting the arts,

culture and creativity to ‘unlock’ jobs and enterprises all too easy?

● Alternative economic models
● The Commons approach
● Non-fungible tokens

Probes challenge 4 T-Labs Pilots Output formats

Building a Community of Practice (CoP)
Drawn from the communities of the pilot and its key institutions and
stakeholders.

T-Lab 1 & 2 Bilbao,
London

● Interview
canvas

● Mapping
practices

Employing Non Fungible Tokens (NFTs)
Using Blockchain technology to solve one of the main concerns of digital
artists and art collectors: Guaranteeing the Ownership and Authenticity of a
work of (digital) art.

T-Lab 1 & 2 Bilbao,
London

● Open event
● Webinar on

business
models
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2.2.5 How can we, as an academic institution, connect to local communities and contribute to societal impact?

Taking into account that Science with and for Society is one of the objectives of European Research Programmes like
HorizonEurope to strengthen the role of research and education for societal impact, the question how academic institutions
might connect with local communities and contribute to societal impact is more pertinent than ever. By incorporating
concepts such as Open Science, public engagement in responsible research and innovation, citizen science and
engagement, and mission-oriented innovation, academia can turn to the importance of cross-sectoral forms of cooperation
and innovation systems that can strengthen innovation capacity in the social, sustainability-oriented realm.

Like civil society actors - citizens, NGOs, social movements – universities play an increasingly active role, contributing to
problem solving through the development of novel practices, products, and processes. Structures of intermediation for the
interaction between HEIs (Higher Education Institutions) and society are necessary to secure knowledge transfer and citizen
participation, but also in the creation of regenerative and sustainable cities. Thus, the question of how to integrate these
intermediary structures and tools of social innovation in the context of HEIs is addressed through the sub questions for
challenge #5, emphasizing on the role of education, universities, life-long learning, and digital literacy and empowerment.
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Sub-questions challenge 5 Potential T-Labs support - Tools, activities

How can HEIs support broad digital literacy and digital commoning? (T-Lab 2, 3) ● Mixed learning w/ makerspaces
● Digital commoning

How can HEIs set up transdisciplinary approaches according to the Quadruple
Helix model? (T-Labs 2, 6, 7)

● Practice based research paradigm
● Participatory research

How can HEIs develop new curricula based on discovery processes and specific
urban missions convening motivations and assets across actors?  (T-Labs 6, 7)

● Blended learning methodologies
● Participatory research practices
● Regulatory sandboxes

How can HEIs rethink their role as ‘’hubs’’ of lifelong learning rooted in
intergenerational learning? (T-Labs 2, 3, 6, 7)

● Open and dynamic learning sites
● Citizen Science activities

Probes challenge 5 T-Labs Pilots Output formats

Vernacular Science through nomadic meanwhile use strategies
Utilise participatory and digital mapping methods as collection tools to help the
community remember their heritage and natural environment. Incorporates
and develops different tools and methods of vernacular science to progressively
and incrementally interrogate perceptions and feelings towards a place.

T-Lab 7, 1 Lisbon,
Bilbao

● Mapping tools
& methods

● Webinars

Governance of innovation ecosystems
Different governance configurations for innovation ecosystems are presented
and discussed. Public collaboration labs, platform-based models, community
trusts, and pacts of collaboration are some examples of governance
arrangements that can sustain innovation and social innovation.

T-Lab 7, 6 Bilbao,
Milan,
Kaunas

● Workshops and
webinars

● Case-studies
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2.2.6 How can we rethink the role of streets & squares in the post covid for thriving and inclusive
neighbourhoods?

The Covid19 pandemic has had a huge impact on how we use, relate, appropriate and understand public space. On the one
hand, the Covid-19 pandemic has rendered visible the importance and potential of open public space such as streets, squares,
parks for social interaction, weaving new social relations and solidarities and creating a sense of community. However, as
confinements have accelerated the digitalization of everyday life, a digital divide has become visible, as well as a need to
provide spaces, infrastructure and tools for the right to the digital city. As the economic impact of the pandemic has hit hard
in the retail sector, in particular into independent and small businesses, it has also implied an increased number of vacant
street-level commercial spaces , and thus an impoverishment of urban life of commercial streets.

Meanwhile, Pilots’ key issues revolve around experimenting with (1) new forms of using and transforming the public space in
novel ways centred on public and ecological values and functions, (2) accessibility, safety and diversity of use of public
spaces and high streets, and (3) new forms of sustainable and healthy mobility, including space for ecological functions, as
many cities have experimented with removing cars from their streets. In sum, on how we can produce public space that
contributes to the right to the city for everybody and avoids adverse effects of gentrification.
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Sub-questions challenge 6 Potential T-Labs support - Tools, activities

Whose public Space? (T-Labs 2, 3, 4, 6, 7)
● Access to (safe) public space for vulnerable collectives, social inclusion;
● Access to parks gardens, nature, open spaces, sports, leisure facilities;
● How do we articulate vacant spaces with public space?
● Rethinking and prototyping high street renewal post-Covid
● How do we articulate digital rights in surveilled public spaces?

● Collective mapping for/by vulnerable
● Adaptive design;
● Legislating access to public space
● Cultural events & exchange markets,
● Digital literacy around privacy,

biometrics and surveillance

Rethink the relationship between mobility, urban space, health (T-Labs 5, 7)
● Tactical experiments with sustainable mobility (walkable/cyclable city);
● Health- and nature-based solutions; climate change; urban gardening;
● Pacifications; superblocks; 15/1 minute city; leisure and sports.

● Tactical walk and bicycle lanes;
● Sharing mobility programs;
● Temporal pacifications
● bringing indoor functions outdoors;

Public space for climate and pandemic emergencies (T-Labs 5, 7)
● Re-naturing of public space; climate shelters;
● public fountains; open space for interaction

● In-situ prototyping of new functions
for streets and squares (pop-up uses
as part of  a living laboratory

Probes challenge 6 T-Labs Pilots Output formats

Nature Based Solutions in urban strategies
Dealing with environmental challenges faced by urban communities, the Probe
deals with evidence that greener cities work better for people and promote the
uptake of nature-based solutions in urban planning by the pilots.

T-Lab
7, 5

Amster
dam

● A round table of
stakeholders
sharing practices
NBSs in urban
regeneration.

Thinking the meanwhile circularly & collaboratively
Focusing regeneration processes that generate a lot of waste that can be
recycled and also how urban regeneration practices may include circular
economy principles in the use, recycling and reuse of resources, including
collaborative economy approaches in meanwhile spaces.

T-Lab 5 tbc ● an open seminar
● a participatory

workshop with
Pilots
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3. Storytelling & Knowledge Dissemination

The Editorial Plan provides overall coherence to dissemination of knowledge as produced in WP6 by the T-Labs. The
collaborations between T-Labs and Pilots structure the development of content and thereby inform the overall
communication strategy and style for T-Factor, while aligning with established communications plans and impact goals. This
also draws a practical distinction between this content and the activities of T-Probes, T-Talks & T-Actions.

T-Lab activities form a rich and highly relevant field of knowledge and stories that is best disseminated through a strategy that
allows us to build up a coherent narrative. Such a narrative grows stronger throughout the project, and will result at the end of
the project in dedicated channels for the T-Labs, on which the outputs will be integrated. Our storytelling strategy follows the
approach of matters of concern, situating the challenges of pilots in lived urban environments. The ‘matters of concern’ are
the core of the Editorial storytelling strategy, because they contain both a research framework driving the T-Labs work with the
Pilots, and a narrative structure that makes its outcomes coherent and easily readable. Thus, our work is gathered in terms of
concerns that are alive ‘on the ground’ and at present, making it easy for a broad range of practitioners to engage with them.

The rich interactions between T-Labs and Pilots that will be captured in content outputs need to be disseminated both within
the consortium and towards a wider community of practice and publics. This dissemination occurs in collaboration with the
overall dissemination work in WP8 led by Espacio Open; among the various ‘owned’ T-Factor channels, including the website,
online platform, and potentially the T-Journal, and with a particular focus on ‘earned’ platforms, i.e. press. Therefore the
workflow (Part B) of the Editorial Plan is intended to create synergy with WP8 Outreach, Dissemination & Exploitation led by
Espacio Open, and impact the design of the digital platform developed by Tecnalia. As noted above, this means that WP6
participants need to follow the T-Factor style guide on branding and language included in deliverable 8.1 Communication and
Dissemination plan & Toolkit (pages 11-25), and actively incorporate the Glossary in their work by helping improve both the
definitions and help capturing relevant terms for our field of action.
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PART B | Workflow
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4. T-Labs activities & Planning

This section describes the workflow of the Editorial Plan, bringing together the elements discussed in Part A. The basis of the
set up and workflow of the T-Labs is already described in deliverable 6.1: T-Labs procedures. The process and concepts as
described in the T-Labs procedures have been refined since that moment of writing, which are described in this part of the
Editorial Plan. Given the emergent approach of T-Factor, the workflow will go beyond a calendar to also elaborate on the
contents of various activities as they build upon each other.

4.1 T-Labs process

The steps the T-Labs will follow during the T-Factor project are visualised in figure 10 and described in text below.
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Defining the six challenges

Based on the research of WP2 and the Pilot Diagnostic Interviews, the
Transformation Agency (WP4) defined six challenges that are relevant for
one or multiple Pilots. These are starting points for both T-Labs and
Pilots, that can be expanded, enriched and adjusted over time. The
challenges served as tools for two workshops that took place in April 2021,
for T-Labs and Pilots to brainstorm and envision potential collaborations.

Workshops

During the first workshop, the six challenges were elaborated from the
T-Labs perspectives. The outputs of this workshop are extensive
snapshots (i.e. long lists) per challenge, with, on the one hand,
sub-questions and concerns, on the other hand, tools, activities and
other potential interventions with which the T-Labs could provide
support. The snapshots are summarised under Chapter 2, extended
versions are to be found in Appendix 2.

During the second workshop, we switched to the Pilots’ perspective.
Pilots identified their priorities and focal points. Allowing the snapshots to show where the Pilots have most energy and
interest. The final editorial snapshot that comprehensively shows, for each challenge, the possibilities for further development,
and is included in the Editorial Plan under Chapter 2.

With both workshops, we tried to co-create and engage with both Pilot perspectives and T-Lab perspectives, without closing
off potential paths for collaboration or elaboration editorially; the Editorial Plan provides overview and possibilities.
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A third workshop around communication and dissemination together with Espacio Open and selected T-Labs will be further
developed and planned after the publication of this Editorial Plan, following the questions and goals indicated under Chapter 3
above.

Pilots’ kick-off workshop

In June 2021 the Pilots kick-off workshop (WP5) will take place. Based on the research of WP2, the work of the Transformation
Agency (WP4) and the preparations of the T-Labs (WP6), several brainstorm sessions will take place to further define the Pilots’
challenges and activities within T-Factor. During the workshop the collaborations between T-Labs and Pilots will take more
shape. The T-Labs will get input in terms of hot topics and challenges to be covered in support to the pilots. Based on the ideas
for T-Probes coming from the T-Labs, a session to finalise and match the probes to Pilots will take place. The exact process for
the selection process will be further developed in cooperation between T-Lab leads, Waag and the Transformation Agency.

T-probes

Two T-Probes per T-Lab will be organised in the second half of 2021, as a trail for the T-Cycles. These probes should be treated
as early prototyping of the T-Cycles, and are explicitly meant to ‘push’ and inspire the Pilots with new perspectives and/or
concrete activities. T-Labs and Pilots connect based on shared matters of concern. With the T-probes, relationships between
Labs and Pilots are built, and a variety of constellations and approaches can be tested. The probes support development by
concrete engagements, for example showcasing a set of practices, bringing in experts and creatives, or testing methods. For
some T-Labs, a probe might be a broad, scoping activity that the T-Lab deploys with all, or most of the pilots. Most probes will
focus on a few Pilot partners to test or develop a probe. Each Probe translates into content pieces, allowing T-Labs to
experiment with preferred formats and styles. A shortlist of formats can be found in Appendix 1.

For the Editorial Plan, each T-Lab has included short, initial descriptions of the probes. These short descriptions have been
included in Chapter 2, alongside relevant challenges. The full descriptions are included in Appendix 2.. These proposals are the
cut-off point for the Editorial Plan, i.e. further development of content is not incorporated into the Editorial Plan, but will rather
reference the plan as its editorial starting point.
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The implementation of the two Probes happens during the Pilots’ ‘Inquiring and exploring’ stage (Task 5.2) and the ‘Scoping
and Ideating’ stage (Task 5.3). Having worked on these Probes with relatively ‘wide and loose’ associations with a number of
other T-Labs and pilots, the team will be ready to commit to definitive collaborations with the T-Cycles in early 2022. An
overview of the four Pilots’ stages and the T-Labs activities is to be found in Section 4.3: Timeline.

Transformation Camp

During the Transformation Camp (T-Camp) early next year, we expect
the T-Labs and Pilots to 'lock in' their collaborations; what T-Labs and
Pilots will work together in what questions, with what tools and
activities? This will be an intensive matchmaking process, based on all
the work done in 2021. The collaborations will take further shape in the
T-Cycles (see below). The process for match-making during the T-Camp
will be prepared by Polimi/LAMA (Task 4.4) in close collaboration with
Waag, Pilots and T-Labs along the T-Probe phase in autumn 2021. In
advance of the T-Camp, partners agree on a clear methodology on how
the match-making and "locking-in" will take place. The addendum to
this Editorial Plan which will also be developed in fall 2021 further
specifies the framework for the T-Cycles, based on which T-Labs will
develop work plans in early 2022 for the T-Cycles. This methodology will
also form the basis for the T-Camp.

T-Cycles

The T-Cycles, as described in detail in Deliverable 6.1: ‘T-Labs
Procedures’, will repeat three times in half-yearly rhythm per 2022, with
each iteration producing:
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1. A T-Talk; An activity in which a dialogue around Pilot challenges is facilitated, exploring potential actions according to
T-Lab's thematic expertise.

2. A T-Action; An intervention co-organised by the T-Labs and Pilots, in order to support and enrich the Pilots' meanwhile
activities.

3. Two content pieces; one based on the T-Talk, one based on the T-Action.

Figure 13 visualises one T-Cycle, including examples of T-Actions and possible output formats.
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It is expected that each T-cycle will involve close collaboration between Pilot(s) and T-Lab(s), a collaboration that might be
varied per cycle, or deepened across successive cycles. The three T-Cycles coincide with the Pilots’ Co-creating, Prototyping and
Testing stage (Task 5.4) and the Iterating and consolidating stage (Task 5.5).

Building on experiences with the T-Probes, an addendum to this Editorial Plan will be developed in fall 2021 that further
specifies the framework for the T-Cycles, based on which T-Labs will develop work plans in early 2022 for the three T-Cycles.

T-Cycles will connect to Pilots’ innovation missions, which, in turn, will be iterated from the matters of concern. In these work
plans, T-Labs and Pilots will also define KPIs that are appropriate to each T-Cycle, based on the Theory of Change framework
(WP7). With these KPI's, each group working together on a T-Cycle will have clear desired outcomes, blueprints and clear ways
of self-evaluating success. The corresponding outputs are expected to lead to desired outcomes.

For example, in the case of MIND in Milan, around the question “how to design public space to support healthy behaviour”, one
of the desired outcomes can be to create the design and business plan of the mobile application to support healthy behavior
in public space, and the blueprint can be this design and business plan can be used elsewhere. In line with a T-Cycle, a
supporting output can be a co-creation workshop of the mobile application with citizens and potential business partners.

T-Labs final products

In summer 2023 Waag will initiate the final phase of the T-Labs, developing two ‘final products’ as defined in the Grant
Agreement:

1) The Digital Archives (Task 6.3); containing all resources produced by the T-Labs.
2) The Toolkit (Task 6.4); a compendium of mission-oriented activities and programmes for urban transformation towards

sustainable change.
3) A selection of the produced content will be potentially published in print under the format of T-Journals

(see Deliverable 6.1: T-Labs procedure for more information about the T-Journal).
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The products will be finished before, and integrated in the T-Factor Roadshow (beginning of 2024). Together with WP8
(Outreach, Dissemination & Exploitation), the final products will be further developed.

At this stage there are some initial ideas for the toolkit, logically following on the
elements of the T-Labs process as described above. T-Labs will provide their
produced content and collaborate to create the comprehensive and impactful
toolkit. The toolkit will represent a powerful resource for regeneration practitioners
and stakeholders in the design and delivery of transformative waiting times. The
relation between the T-Journals and the Toolkit should be aligned and
complementary; where the T-Journals are more narrative, while the Toolkit is more
of a technical resource. In other words, the toolkit forms a practical addendum to
the T-Journals.

The toolkit could be structured based on the matter of concern approach. This
would entail each matter of concern will have a set of tools that address it in
practical terms. Tools will be sourced primarily from the T-Actions, which will
implement tools identified with the mapping of each matter of concern. Thus, a
content piece might feed into the toolkit in terms of an actionable object, i.e. a
template, cookbook, co-creation method, database, digital application. These tools
will be selected and indexed in line with KPI’s that indicate the effectiveness and
applicability of the tools for the community of practice.

For example, in the Amsterdam Pilot an alternative governance model will be tested that includes non-human representation.
In a T-Action, such a model might be implemented in a series of co-creation sessions, including estimating its impact
according to relevant SDG’s , and resulting in its legal implementation. As a content piece, this process might be documented
including a template of the legal framework, that can be reused by other practitioners, and will be incorporated into the
toolkit.
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In early 2022 an addendum to the Editorial Plan will be developed with WP8 Dissemination partners, that provides a
framework for the Toolkit, the Digital Archives and possibly the T-Journal. In this way it can be incorporated into the
development of the T-Cycles in a timely fashion.

4.2 T-Labs content

Each T-Lab is responsible, according to the Grant Agreement, for producing at least eight ‘outputs’ along the project. These
eight outputs are concretely defined as content pieces, developed per T-Lab. The first two come from the T-probes in 2021, and
a further two per T-Cycle: one based on the T-Talk and one based on the T-Action. The formats of these outputs can include
read/view-only formats and crowdsourcing formats, (see Appendix 1), and will be elaborated in the workshop with WP8 (see
section 3.1).

In some cases the activity (T-Probe, T-Talk or T-Action) itself can already be inspiring content. In its simplest form, this might
mean a webinar among a number of pilots and two labs on the impact of Covid on the uses of public spaces (activity) is edited
as a one-hour video (content) and published. In other cases the content needs to be produced from scratch: for example when
one T-Lab organises a field visit to one pilot. In this case the T-Lab could write a blog including photos.

The content will be edited for and distributed through the digital platform, the website and potentially the T-Journals. In
Deliverable 6.1: The T-Labs procedures descriptions of these platforms and their function can be found. Beyond these owned
platforms, in alignment with WP8, numerous other channels might be identified, from academic publications to social media
platforms of consortium and partners, and, notably, in-depth press coverage.

Besides the participants in the activities, the content is expected to be relevant to a wider audience within, and outside the
consortium. The content is the public-facing multi-medial documentation and/or reflection that results from the
above-mentioned activities.
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4.3 Timeline

Figure 15 shows a timeline of the T-Labs activities and deliverables, including the four stages of the Pilots’ development in
T-Factor. The two T-Probes will be executed during the first two stages (Exploring & Inquiring, Scoping & Ideating), the three
T-Cycles take place during the Prototyping and the Iterating stage.
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5. Conclusion
The Editorial Plan presented here has sought to clarify the substantive focus of the T-Labs for the coming years through
matters of concern (challenges), as well as clarifying the workflow through which the substance of T-Labs activities will be
articulated for the duration of T-Factor. In closing, a few points of reflection on both substance and workflow are in order.

Part A and its challenges should serve as a foundation for the editorial efforts and direction of T-Lab activities, and as such it
should be relevant to share with colleagues, collaborators and allies to elucidate the issues and focal points that the T-Labs will
be working on. Moreover, the use of the challenge heuristic might be further explored for, on the one hand, its methodological
application within T-Labs, and on the other, its communicational value as a narrative structure. The challenges are however
subject to the same evolution that characterises the overall ways of work, and will be translated by the Pilots into ‘innovation
missions’ towards the beginning of 2022. Once these missions, as responses to the challenges, have been defined, it will be
relevant to return to the challenges and determine the narrative structure of the T-Lab activities (and indeed, T-Factor’s overall
relevance and output) for stakeholders and communities of practice.

Part B and its Workflow have been established in the spirit of emergence and co-creation that defines the ways of working in
T-Factor. This means the procedures and outcomes of this document are particular to their publication date; they provide
sufficient clarity to have a shared horizon of action in the long term, and become more granular and specific the shorter the
term. This approach can best be described as ‘semi-structured’, and will continue to be employed throughout the editorial
process described. To that end, a number of addenda have been proposed in this plan for the remainder of 2021 that deserve
reiteration. To wit, firstly, communication formats (in collaboration with WP8), second, a design of T-Cycles (based on our
experiences with the T-Probes), and third, a description of the final products (digital archives with WP3), toolkit with the T-Labs
and, potentially, the T-Journal with WP8.
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PART C | Appendix
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Appendix 1 - Shortlist Content Formats for T-Probes & T-Cycles

The formats can be combined for specific outcomes for one of our communication and dissemination channels:

- Website (Blog posts, but also the upcoming platform)
- Social Media (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, LinkedIn)
- Project Newsletter
- Press coverage (Newspaper, magazines, TV, Radio, digital media etc.)
- Leaflets, brochures
- Presentations in EU and International Events
- Presentations in Local events and workshops

The formats should also put forward content that is specifically interesting for our stakeholders. The media angle should be
well reflected in the headline. Is it relevant/attractive to our stakeholders? Is it self-explanatory and easy to understand in one
short sentence?

A. EU policy makers
B. Cities
C. Property Developers
D. Investment Funds
E. Research and Educational Institutions
F. Consultancies
G. Enterprises
H. Cultural and creative actors
I. Citizens

1. Read/View-only formats
- Articles and text-based content, including a headline and a subtitle when possible.
- Short texts adapted for Social Media (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, LinkedIn).
- Photography.
- Illustration.
- Video (including both project-specific production and online webinars).
- Concept map.
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- Geographical maps.
- Data Visualization.
- Expert interviews.
- Presentation in conference, event or similar.

2. Crowdsourcing formats (these formats will also include a summary of the session in article and photo-video
format documenting the experience).

- Wikipedia-style editathons
- Hackathons
- P2P interactive geographical mapping
- Open source designs
- Participatory workshops

3. Physical events/ gatherings (these formats will also include a summary of the session in article and photo-video
format documenting the experience).

- Routes and walks around the city
- Workshops
- Seminars
- Booth or presence embedded in another event or festival (Maker Faire, We make the City Festival...etc.)

4. Online events (these formats will also include a summary of the session in article and photo-video format
documenting the experience).

- MOOC
- Webinar
- Online consultation
- Q&A Sessions

After being published, all content and its corresponding indicators shall be included in the communication’s tracking list.
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1u54eSXQhN4xkZFkrn8yuX0IJ1JBoK-jCrJfysiCfL98/edit?usp=drive_web&ouid=10669751
4692855400052
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Appendix 2 - Full challenge Snapshots

Challenge 1: Relating to urban nature

Sub-questions Key words,
themes

Tools, activities Contributing
T-Labs

Governance models to co-design and
co-manage a green-social infrastructure

- How to foster public ownership?*
- How to foster responsibility for green

care?*
- How to increase capacity building of

citizens?*
- How can we create green spaces that

are attractive but also
environmentally sound and
economically feasible?*

community
engagement;
Common
goods;
co-design;
youth;
post-covid
public spaces;
mental-physic
al health;
maintenance;
capacity
building;

● Urban Gardening
● Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems
● Rules for common goods: Public

Administration should approve
regulations for common goods, after
which they can promote citizen
initiatives able to share management
and maintenance

● New maintenance models
● Programs for developing citizens

capacity building
● Develop replicable co-designed models

for resilient green spaces
(http://www.startpark.org/project/desig
nscapes-iii/;

● UNaLab co-creation toolkit
https://unalab.enoll.org/

● Alternative Mapping, with activities
involving thematic storytelling and
community perspectives (artists,
students, employees, etc)

● Spaces for food-oriented community
participation to foster a sense of
ownership and belonging

T-Lab4; T-Lab
5; T-Lab 7
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Measuring and performing the impacts
and functions of urban ecosystems

- How can we raise consensus with
stakeholders communicating
effectively NBS benefits?

- How can we measure ecosystems'
impact on communities and vice
versa?

- How can we design productive
landscapes beyond traditional parks?

ecosystems
impact;
productive
landscape;
nature-based
solutions;
capacity
building

Boosting social ties, ownership and agency
between people and nature in local urban
contexts

● Experiments with citizen about
environment/pollution to support
awareness

● Treating nature as stakeholder/user in
workshops and development activities

Ecological mapping of the different natural
elements on site to identify potentials and
digitize them

● Internet of nature

Explore the performative aspect of public
spaces

● Showing the functioning of the design
for capacity building

● Trace materials/flows for circular
economy and apply to the living city

● Visualising nature in the city, promote
urban gardening, urban cooling and
oxygen production

● UNaLab NBS catalogue

T-Lab 4; T-Lab
5; T-Lab 7;
T-Lab 1: T-Lab
3

Thinking in different temporalities
- How to make long-term cultivation

of nature coexist with a time-limited
horizon of meanwhile uses?*

time of
ecosystem;
livable spaces;
nature-based
solutions;
intergeneratio
nal approach;

● Creating a narrative that takes
everyone into consideration

● Using foresight perspectives methods
for exploring renewal in both short- and
long-term

● Sharing outcomes of nature-based
solutions projects

T-Lab 4, T-Lab
7
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- How to make nature-based spaces
livable and lively across time and for
different users?

inclusion ● Set up pre-greening interventions

Digitising ecology
- How can we make nature and people

interact more actively through data
management?*

- How can survey data be designed to
improve living urban systems?

- How can nature take part in
digitisation?

- Can digitisation further accelerate
the expansion of nature, NBS applied
to the city and green technology?

- How can the digital world help NBS?*

Interactive;
communicatio
ns; urban
system;
connection;
support;
impact

● Digital mapping to facilitate citizen
participation and hold specific actors
accountable

● Plan and foresight perspectives to
enhance information flows.

● Creation of a publicly accessible
database of existing technology
initiatives relevant to natural resource
management

● Digital landscape (by LAND): improve
interaction between site data and
citizens’ movements, landscape
awareness and access (for example
expanding the horizon to Internet of
Nature - by Nadina Galle)

● A shared platform, to promote the
integration of nature performance data
within the global sustainability strategy
of the masterplan

T-Lab 4, T-Lab
3, T-Lab 7

Living together in the wild city
- Why do we want/need nature in

urban public spaces?*
- How do we design wilderness in

order to make ecosystems working
better?

Biodiversity,
wilderness,
ecosystem-bas
ed urban
design,
ethic+aesthetic

● 5 Minutes Nature (by LAND) as a
complimentary response to 15 Minutes
City to tackle climate emergency and
boost Covid recovery

● Animal-aided design (by TU Muenchen)
to create shared spaces for humans
and non-humans

T-Lab 4, T-Lab
7, T-Lab 3
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- Biodiversity as ethic: how can we
co-inhabit places with non-human
species?*

- Biodiversity as aesthetic: how can we
design the wilderness?

● Fablabs for urban agriculture
● Urban wilderness through ambient

privacy (by Futuribile)
● Permaculture garden (Amsterdam

Science Park)
● MIND Food Hub and MIND beehive
● Education activities with focus on

productive landscapes

* Prioritised in T-Labs-Pilots workshop (21.04)

Challenge 2: Innovation & wellbeing

Sub-questions Key words,
themes

Tools, activities Contributing
T-Labs

Social ties as source of wellbeing
- How can we promote experiential

social ties?
- How can we reinforce personal social

ties?
- Which local indicators should be taken

into account to measure holistic
wellbeing?

- Which spaces can welcome a diversity
of citizens and create new unexpected
ties?

- Which activities can spur
intergenerational ties?

- Which elements of site history can
create a sense of community?

Social inclusion,
community
building,
intergenerational
ties, loneliness,
intergenerational
education

Hands-on workshops, or remote with
cultural probes, on making meaning
around happiness, wellbeing and health
in respective contexts.

Barcelona case: Pla Buits + Poblenou app
"links" to create interaction (physical face
to face).

Local action-oriented social networks
(help, exchange of goods)

T-Lab 7
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- How can new innovation players
contribute to collective wellbeing?

INFRASTRUCTURING HEALTH

Decentralisation of health
- How to avoid the centralisation of

health functions, and link the
centralised resource to a distributed
system?

- How can decentralisation spur
bottom-up initiatives and lead to a
sense of belonging and "ownership" in
how health is managed?

- Which new actors can emerge by
decentralising?

- How can distribution contribute to the
resilience of the health system?
(permanence and self-maintenance,
independence from political changes)

- How to create a seamless connection
between the pilot site and the
territory?

- Which infrastructures and governance
can support decentralisation?

Distributed
healthcare,
preventative
healthcare,
decentralised
technologies,
community
health,
community care,
data trusts,
equality, diversity,
inclusion, open
care

● Co-design of local care value chain.
● Data sensemaking activities.
● Digital services.

T-Lab 3

Creating a multi-player health ecosystem
- How to pair innovation capacities with

health and prevention?
- Which channels and governance

forms can create synergies between
public health facilities, pharma and
local tech organisations?

Health tech, PPP,
health data, data
security, data
trusts

● Knowledge transfer activities.
● Data policies.
● PPP investments.
● Co-design a programme of healthy

activities
● TUDO can help on how to create

innovation parks with the

T-Lab 2
T-Lab 3
T-Lab 5
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- How can citizens’ health benefit from
the presence of health players? (avoid
ivory towers)

experience from Dortmund.

NATURE

The relationship with nature  as source of
wellbeing

- Which elements of wilderness and
nature provide a sense of wellbeing?
How can we reproduce them in urban
space to enhance health?

- How can we leverage green public
spaces to increase awareness around
nature and food value chain, and
related health aspects?

- Which nature-related activities can
spur community building and fight
isolation?

- To which extent is it possible to localise
farming and reduce the length of the
food production value chain?

- Which nature-based health solutions
can be infrastructured in the pilots?
(e.g. medical herbs cultivation)

- How to promote renewable energy
and reduce local emissions?

Nature,
wellbeing, digital
fatigue, off-grid,
disconnection,
peri-urban
farming, urban
gardening,
renewable
energy,
renewable energy
communities

● Co-design activities for nature
based solutions, green and public
spaces.

● Engage children via satellite
kitchens. Community gardens.

● Sense-making of digital pollution.
● Urban wilderness workshop.
● Digital ecology.
● Creation of renewable energy

communities.
● Lectures and exchange on previous

experiences such as LONDON -
Greening Phoenix Road / Parklets -
(Nature based solution / green
space)- Health and Well-being

● LONDON - CSM - Forrest Lecture
Programme exploring what we can
learn from Forest ecosystems for
placemaking (Urban and Rural)

T-Lab 3, T-Lab
4, T-Lab 5,
T-Lab 7

HEALTHY ACTIVITIES

Micro-mobility promotion
- Consider the "T" factor as micro

Mobility,
micro-mobility,

● Tactical urbanism.
● “Meaningful routes” (participatory

T-Lab 7, T-Lab
3
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mobility time in these sites -
pedestrian, cycling, trottinette, etc.

- Can micro-mobility support a sense of
belonging and community building?

- How to connect local micro-mobility
with the rest of the city?

- How can we track the benefits of
micro-mobility on local health? (CO2,
individuals’ health)

- Which health challenges can m-m
tackle? (e.g.: obesity; ageing)

sustainability,
participatory
maps

design of routes that embed local
storytelling or CO2 reduction)

Active ageing Active ageing,
mental diseases,
isolation,
awareness on
rehabilitation

● Co-design a programme of healthy
activities

● SISCODE project toolbox Active
and Healthy Aging by Polifactory

T-Lab 2, T-Lab
6

Accessible sport for preventative health
- Ensure public spaces to practice

sports and physical activity
- How to create a porosity between

sport initiatives by local companies
and area dwellers?

Sport, outdoor
physical activity,
air quality,
equality,
accessibility

● Co-design.
● Tactical urbanism.
● Competitions, tournaments.

T-Lab 5

Challenge 3: Designing urban spaces to contrast exclusion

Sub-questions Key words,
themes

Tools, activities Contribut
ing
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T-Labs

Addressing Urban Planners & Decision-makers
How to prepare revitalization specialists:
a) to perceive the city as a diverse (socially,
economically, architecturally, culturally, etc.) but
sewn patchwork
b) to use participatory approaches (technical and
humanistic preparation, the ability to listen and
hear, co-creating and not forcing own solutions,
openness to non-standard forms of co-creation,
acceptance of other aesthetics, priorities and
ways of expression, responsible handling of
obligations and hopes aroused in the course of
action)

'Unity in
diversity',
participatory
approach,

Study programme, training courses,
recruitment procedures; co-creation in
policy-making

T-Lab 6
T-Lab 4

Addressing the assessment of social cohesion

How to diagnose:

a) who is truly excluded and lonely?

b) which groups are disadvantaged or at risk and
why?

c) What are the barriers?

d) What are personal, social, institutional, political
resources/strengths?

e) Who owns the space and what benefits they

Strength-based
approach, Social
Cohesion,
Inclusion,
Stakeholder
Involvement,
Participation

Interpretative assessment, critical study,
participatory research in the
neighbourhood/ different kinds of urban
spatial units to engage its participants
into  regeneration projects from their
very early stage   regeneration projects.

Include tools for people to understand
they are not only addressees of
regeneration projects but their key
actors

T-Lab 4
T-Lab 6
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get from involving vulnerable groups?

Addressing citizen empowerment

How to strengthen/empower the excluded ones
and develop social bonds by:

a) mutual learning (communication
competencies, digital competencies, related to
the place, etc.)

b) development of an inclusive welfare model for
sustainable spaces

c) preventing digital inequality and exclusion (eg.
a lack of digital literacy, poor access to IT devices,
etc.)

d) rethinking urban spaces to enhance social
interactions in green spaces (T-Lab 4); in activities
that support interconnections; in meeting spaces
that facilitate communication (T-Lab 6); in open
access to public spaces (T-Lab 4); involve artists,
social educators(T-Lab 1)

e) strengthening social recognition (in the City, in
the society, on the labour market) of deprived
neighbourhoods, vulnerable groups etc.

Communication
& Space, social
ties,
transformative
learning, Digital
Urban Space,
Inclusion, Open
spaces

Social
recognition,
structural
individual/social/
structural
empowerment

Research to uncover  how and why
different groups currently use  public
spaces;

Shared storytelling to discover the
different perspectives of residents on
the functions and design of a space -
create a collective narrative (T-LAb 3 & 6);

Participatory Action Research, Art-based
Community Work, Participatory Art
Exhibition;

Attempting to reduce social divisions
through -  infrastructure, trainings and
new skills;

Explore examples of spaces where
inclusion and participation are
facilitated without the need to spend
money / consume- doing research if and
how these examples can be applied;

The innovative revitalisations of the
history of the place to make residences
as well as the rest of the city proud of it
(the role of older residents can be a
matter of great importance, because of
their knowledge, it can also reduce their
feeling of loneliness)

T-Lab 1
T-Lab 3
T-Lab 4
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Addressing inclusive urban design

How to deChallengeratize urban regeneration
through its joint design, implementation and
evaluation with different groups living in an area
by:

a) taking into account the differences: social
status, social recognition, Gender, Age

b) recognizing youth and children as co-creators
of revitalization activities and processes

c) Multi-generational approach (T-Lab 4)

Inclusive Urban
Space Design,
Participatory
Action

Co-creation of urban space design
(together with different groups of
inhabitants, users of particular space
(T-Lab 4);

Cooperation  with local leaders to
ensure connection to all groups (T-Lab
4);

Ensuring equal participation in such
activities (e.g. multiple forms of
communication- in-person and online,
etc.), so everyone is able to attend /
respond (T-Lab 4);

Use the gendered landscape method
(T-Lab 6);

The presence of social pedagogues,
community workers that are embedded
in the space (T-Lab 6)

Collaboration with local organisations
(churches, community centres, cultural
institutions, informal organisations, etc)

T-Lab 4
T-Lab 6

Addressing gentrification
How to protect places and people from the
negative effects of gentrification and make sure
their identities and soul are protected?

Gentrification,
Identity, Soul

Co-creation; participatory action
research

T-Lab 6

Challenge 4: Arts & new jobs
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Sub-questions Key words,
themes

Tools, activities Contributin
g T-Labs

Including the participation of communities
When creating a situation wherein the arts,
culture, creativity are brought into play to
unlock social potential for new economic
activity it is important to think of bottom-up
process, think of vulnerable groups and how
to include those, build bridges between
cultural classes, create sensitivity for informal
culture as a method.

To facilitate a bottom-up process the need for
Communities of practice to be established
across institutions and communities.

Inclusion,
informal
culture

Digital maker crafts and new business models:

Workshops such as mobile media labs and
fablabs / maker spaces offer potential for
artistic and creative production (T 2, 6, 7);

Important to develop in situ methods to
empower local communities with maker and
media tools (T 5);

Playfulness to be used to unleash creativity
using both technological (digital fabrication,
Raspberry Py, media) but also clay, timber,
murals to bring (vulnerable) communities in
this context (T 1); How can nature oriented
activities and crafts bring different cultural
classes together to understand the urgency of
alternative climate and ecology behaviours? (T
5)

Utilisation of interview canvases to establish
communities of practice (CoP) to identify skills
and methods that can be used in activities in
relation to communities.

T-Lab 1
T-Lab 2
T-Lab 5
T-Lab 6
T-Lab 7

Synergies between old industries and new Creative Creative business models & Businesses for T-Lab 1
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industries

When ‘using’ arts, culture and creativity to
unlock economic potential it is important to
look at what can be learned from
older/traditional jobs, crafts, industries to
bridge to new ones also to make
intergenerational relations possible.

What are the crafts and industries of the
recent past that serve new sustainable
makers initiatives - what is the relation
between working with natural materials and
contemporary maker culture working with
digital fabrication?

Industries,
Maker
Movement

creativity

How can on the one hand business models be
developed to support more culture and
creativity and on the other hand culture and
creativity be instrumental to new and
alternative businesses? (T1, 7)

T-Lab 2
T-Lab 7

Arts, culture and creativity for social
cohesion, social confidence and
social-physical fabric

Before anything else arts culture and
creativity are about exchange,
experimentation, about sharing, about
togetherness, about commoning, enabling
collaboration, as a counterpoint to work and
economic exchange. In the end it allows and
supports a confident community that may
flourish also economically, maybe with more
attention for economies of collaboration

The
Commons
approach,
Opportu
nities and
challenges
in the
creative
industries
discourse

Important to use art, culture and creativity and
makers culture for new alternative economic
models and practices - local circular
cooperative, and with an emphasis on soft skills
(T 5)

Methods to build bridges between
stakeholders and between concerns

How can new business models around
non-fungible tokens leverage between young
participants and a sustainable understanding
of economy? (T 2)

T-Lab 1
T-Lab 2
T-Lab 5
T-Lab 7
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instead of competition, economies of the
commons, economies, yet the attitude of the
combined notes was that of remaining critical
towards an oversimplification of expecting
the arts, culture and creativity to expect to
‘unlock’ jobs and enterprises all too easy.

Creative business models & Businesses for
creativity

How can on the one hand business models be
developed to support more culture and
creativity and on the other hand culture and
creativity be instrumental to new and
alternative businesses? (T1, 7)

Challenge 5: academic institutions connecting to communities

Sub-questions Key words,
themes

Tools, activities Contributin
g T-Labs

How can universities rethink their
role - particularly the third mission -
according to a long term vision
which is also relevant to SDGs and
seek a new paradigm of education,
research, practice?

Third Mission,
Societal Impact,
Open Science,
Open Access

Seek to fully integrate learning / teaching with
discover / research and making / practice

Design joint roadmaps: between society/academic
institutions/business companies.

Science shops and science hubs in the city centre

Policies for innovative micro mobility schemes
supporting young people to come back to the
area

T-Lab 1
T-Lab 2
T-Lab 5
T-Lab 6
T-Lab 7

How can Higher Education
Institutions (HEIs) set up

Transdisciplinary
Research,

Seek a new practice based research paradigm that T-Lab 2
T-Lab 6
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transdisciplinary approaches
according to the Quadruple Helix 4
model?

Real-World Labs
Approaches

balances social with scientific through design

Methods and Tools of participatory research in
urban regeneration (City of Lodz/University of
Lodz) (Lab 6)

Foresight workshops and methodologies that
support university-driven Local Coalitions in
defining their long term goals and positioning in
co-creative ways with local communities (Lab3)

T-Lab 7

How can HEI develop new curricula
based on discovery processes and
specific urban missions that
convene interests, motivations and
assets across different actors?

Action Research,
Project-based
seminars

Blended methodologies between formal, non
formal and informal learning = Communities of
practice.

Participatory research practices (Lab 6)

Business modeling and feasibility study for
''Regeneration Incubators'' set as a PPP and
providing innovative services (Lab 7)

Regulatory sandboxes for mobility and housing
(Lab 7)

Series of webinars inviting policymakers and
practitioners to share knowledge on innovative
housing schemes (Lab 7)

T-Lab 6
T-Lab 7

How can HEIs rethink their role as
‘’hubs’’ of lifelong learning rooted in
intergenerational learning?

Lifelong
Learning,
Open Science,
Open Access

Broaden the definition of academic institutions to
mean all levels of lifelong learning

T-Lab 2
T-Lab 3
T-Lab 6
T-Lab 7
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Focus on a community asset like a community link
to generate activity

Open and dynamic learning sites can lead to
connection (counter loneliness)

Food science and food systems can be a binding
theme for engaging learning and nature-based
solutions

Open institutes that embrace all generations (Lab
7). Look to intergenerational contexts, working
with playgroups and play hubs - with children,
playleaders and parents (Lab 1)

Open door days such as KinderUni (children's day
at the university)

Citizen Science activities (Lab 2/6)

Speculative workshops, artistic interventions and
public events on the future of universities (Lab 3)

How can HEIs support broad digital
literacy and digital commoning?

Open innovation;
Digital
commoning

Thematic Hackathons & Faires (Lab 2)

Mixed schemes of learning that incorporate
fab-labs and makerspaces and enterprises (Lab
2/7)

Arts & Tech as interfaces in the relation with local
communities (Lab 1)

T-Lab 2
T-Lab 3
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Challenge 6: Rethinking post covid streets

Sub matters of concern /
sub-questions

Key words, themes Tools, activities Contributin
g T-Labs

- Whose public
Space?

Access to public space for
vulnerable collectives (homeless,
lonely people, functional diversity
etc. children);  access to parks
gardens, nature, wide open
spaces and sports and leisure
facilities; minorities, etc; safer
spaces for vulnerable collectives;
intergenerational approaches;
social inclusion

crowdmapping of accidents, assasults etc;
collective mapping for/by vulnerable
collectives; adaptive design; examples of
legislation/ services that support access to
public space - e.g. change of use of spaces to
enable different activities e.g. parklets;
Historical research about the use of the
public space in the area over time

- What digital
infrastructures and
tools for the digital
rights in urban
public space?

Universal and equal access to the
internet; internet infrastructure
(Public/commons
Broadband/Wifi access); internet;
digital tools for healthcare
delivery; privacy and data
protection in public space; digital
literacy; Transparency,
accountability; Participatory
Demoracy, diversity and inclusion;
digital service standards;
human-centred smart city;

internet kiosks (e.g. NYC); municipal wi-fi;  ·
Mapping functions of digital services that
have an impact in the public space;
commons-based sharing practices (on and
offline); digital mediation of exchange and
non-monetised sharing; reduce, reuse,
recycle initiatives; solidarity and
support-based and social inclusion-led
sharing (inc time banks)

T-lab 3
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● how do we
articulate vacant
basements and
spaces with public
space

creative and cultural industries;
young people; makers spaces;

citizens (living) labs; Guidance on high street
renewal post covid;on-the-ground
prototyping of new functions for streets and
squares (pop-up uses as part of  a living
laboratory; and other ephemeral uses
including collaborative / exchange-led
practices; leisure, cultural events and
festivals,  exchange markets, farm produce
markets.

- How to rethink the
relationship
between mobility,
urban space and
health

sustainable mobility
(walkable/cyclable city); urban
planning; tactical urbanism;
health; Nature-based solutions;
climate change; pacifications:
superblocks; 15 minute city; 1
minute city; urban gardening;
leisure and sports;

tactical walk and bicycle lanes; bike sharing;
cargobikes; Temporary bike lanes; sharing
mobility programs; new pedestrian areas;
public spaces renewal; temporal
pacification/pedestrian spaces;  bringing
indoor recreation outdoors; outdoor
rehearsal and performance uses

NACTO Guide
adaptive design
C40 Knowledge Hub

t-lab 5, t-lab
7

- Public space for
climate and
pandemic
emergencies

Re-naturing of public space;
climate shelters; public fountains;
open space for interaction;

on-the-ground prototyping of new functions
for streets and squares (pop-up uses as part
of  a living laboratory

t-lab 5, t-lab
7

- How to protect
places from the
negative effects of
gentrification and

Gentrification; Soul; Identity;
Urban stuff;
ageing/intergenerational
interrelation;
privatization/commodification

Co-creation; participatory research;
Guidance on high street renewal post covid;
Historical research about the use of the
public space in the area over
time;'Playbooks' with inspiration and

T-Lab 4,
T-Lab 6
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minimize
displacement of
people and services
and amenities for
the most
vulnerable?

public space; urban commons;
green city; inclusive city;

guidance on how to change use/activate
public spaces; reconfiguring tourism activity;
redistributing tourism flows, impacts,
benefits; prioritising residents in leisure
spaces; Regulating unlicensed tourism
accommodation; bar and restaurant
terraces; guided tour practices...

Appendix 3 - Full Probes

Challenge 1 - Probes

Probe T-Labs Pilots Output formats

MAPPING - Co-creation of a community alternative mapping
involving storytelling and community perspectives e.g. about care
and attractiveness of green areas, new uses, wilderness, perception
by different stakeholders and target groups.

Objective: Generating awareness, sharing a common vision and
enhancing collaborative networks between actors, understanding
hot topics regarding recreation and relation to nature and the living
environment in the place, include multiple perspectives beyond
‘usual suspects’ and traditional mapping categories.

Methods: Preferably Site visits, if not possible workshops or surveys
with several target groups – school children, students, local
networks, researchers, eventually elderly people or people from the
health sector- in order to collect needs, expectations, hopes and
visions for the future, as well as creative contributions by future
users. Implementing the gender perspective as part of all

T-Lab 4,
T-Lab 3

Milan /
Amsterd
am /
London

1. Online alternative mapping on
google maps, open street map
or similar open source platform
2. inputs for public space design
3. users and future users are
aware about the place - first
step of community building
4. Video report
5. Meaningful routes connecting
the regeneration site to the rest
of the city
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workshops.

MAKING - Biodiversity education to create awareness by
generating an attachment of the users to the specific site character,
to encourage proactive cultivation/reclaiming public space and to
establish ownership for future users. This Probe will research in
depth special needs/places already mapped in Probe 1. Collaboration
with existing initiatives such as “Beehive”, “MIND FOOD HUB” by
UniMi, “COLTIVANDO” by PoliMi and Parklets (UAL)

Objective: Users activation on site, raise liveliness, educate about
importance of functioning ecosystems and transmission of
construction and cultivation skills. Target groups: school children,
students, researchers, inhabitants from the surroundings, local
organisations.

Methods: Detection of potential areas on site, workshops: 1: local
climate and cultivation opportunities, 2: creating (physical, digital,
financial) infrastructures, 3: planting, 4: cultivation/maintenance.
Photowalking searching for biodiversity. (see example
http://www.alpenstaedte.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/UrbaBio_
Karten_web.pdf) Joint establishment of a management system.

T-Lab 4 Milan /
Amsterd
am
/London

1. Rise of awareness, identity and
vitalisation of area
2. Knowledge dissemination
during and after the Probe by
making
3. Tangible modification on site,
visual documentation and
elaboration of a common
manual on how to generate
such public community garden
4. KM0 food supply
(5. Could lead to development of
a local community kitchen for
future interventions)

Challenge 2 - Probes

Probe T-Labs Pilots Output formats

The digital 15-minute city: technology at the service of localised
meaning and value production.

Objective: Generating knowledge around how to use technology in

T-Lab 3 Milan/Li
sbon

A roundtable of city
representatives, innovators,
activists and academics with
expertise in participatory and
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urban regeneration for digital place-making (local sense-making,
community building, storytelling, inclusion, digital literacy) and
reducing the length of the value chain (local marketplaces,
communities, data trusts, knowledge sharing). In the long term,
generate a portfolio of inclusive uses of tech in urban regeneration.

Method: kick-off with an online roundtable (the probe) and build
network and momentum with further events.
Approach: Rethinking smartness beyond the top-down smart city
paradigm and towards inclusive and sustainable development.

cooperative initiatives facilitated
by technology

Challenge 3 - Probes

Probe T-Labs Pilots Output formats

Co-creation for policymakers: an introductory course
This introductory course will explore the different aspects of
co-creation, and highlight the concrete assets that active public
engagement can bring to policy design. Tailored to those working in
the field of policy-making, the programme is open to everyone (e.g.
invite interested stakeholders from the local coalitions (e.g.
municipal staff)) to do the course with facilitation by TUDO.

Participants will achieve the following learning outcomes: Question
current policy-making practices and their limitations and recognise
the potential of co-creation; Understand the concept of
human-centred design; Examine service design methodologies
when applied to policy-making; Explain the importance of problem
framing; Experiment with different stakeholder engagement
methods; Identify the characteristics of prototyping and apply its
methods to a specific challenge; Evaluate a co-creation process and

T-Lab 6 Lisbon/
Kaunas

5 week MOOC (composed of 5
chapters á 1 h) plus
1h reflection meeting after every
week with TUDO to examine the
relevance of the course contents
for pilot activities (internal
protocols); Subtitles of the
MOOC can be translated to a
language of interest, if
necessary.
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ensure the sustainability of its outcomes.

Getting to know the place / Stitching the city
In this action the aim is to encourage citizens to get to know the
place undergoing regeneration, possible actions include: dedicated
guided walks enriched with on-site attractions, including the
presentation of plans to transform the area to a wider audience,
establishing cooperation with local organisers of recognisable events
(exhibitions, concerts) and locating part of them in the pilot area,
creating maps of memories or associations thanks to which the
identity of the place will be discovered and disseminated.

It is important to learn about ideas for regenerating the site from a
variety of communities, both professional and the average resident
and future users. This can be done in the form of workshops,
competitions, and discussion meetings, where you can work in
groups and submit your own development concepts. The discussion
can be completely free or structured around selected issues (e.g.
what to do with the greenery? how to make the place accessible for
everybody?) or the directions of the development of the place
programmed by the city authorities (e.g. what functions and urban
solutions to adopt in order to connect the pilot place with the city
centre).

T-Lab 6 Lisbon/
Kaunas

A guideline for organising a
series of meetings / tours /
activities at  the pilot site with
local residents - discussions with
experienced practitioners.
Discussion about mapping
stakeholders and partners for
organising  participatory
planning workshops with
various stakeholders.

Micro-scale revitalization of the backyards

The method of empowering disadvantaged communities to make
them a real partner of macro-scale urban regeneration.

T-Lab 6 Lisbon,
Kaunas Adaptation of the method to the

Pilot cultural context and
conditions

A guideline how to start the
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1. Positive and participatory diagnostics (search for internal
potentials and barriers/obstacles from the inhabitants' perspective,
reconstruction of symbols of local culture). Not only communicative
experiences (what they can talk about) are reconstructed but also
conjunctive (tacit, latent).

2. Engaging young people, local leaders, older residents in some
micro-scale change (playgrounds, barbecue corner, etc), but also in
preserving and disseminating local tradition and culture that they
can be proud of (local history reconstruction). As a result, on the one
hand, they experience what changes meet their needs, on the other
hand, they feel an important part of the city.

3. Activation and multiplication of local human/social forces of a
selected group (doing something together,
organisational/motivational support of their project), developing
individual and collective resilience.

4. Promoting local potentials of the neighbourhood on a wider scale
(other neighbourhoods, area, district, city, labour market) working on
their social recognition in the wider community, so that they are not
recognised as residents of "poverty enclaves" anymore.

micro-scale revitalisation

On-line consultations

Q&A sessions in the time of
implementation

Challenge 4 - Probes

Probe T-Labs Pilots Output formats

Building a Community of Practice (CoP) T-Lab 1
& 2

Bilbao,
London

The mapping can happen
through presentations in public
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The Probe will be aimed at establishing a Community of Practice
(CoP) drawn from the communities of the pilot and its key
institutions and stakeholders.  This will be done by employing an
interview canvas with questions that have now been used within the
Lisbon and London Pilots and at La Friche. This will map a series of
practices, methods, modes of collaboration etc.  that can be shared
across the consortium. This will be vital in terms of the Pilots
launching activities and engaging communities.  The more Pilots
that engage in this mapping process, the more possibilities there
will be to share methods and also to collaborate between the Pilots
and the T- Labs.

events  such as round tables.
Thus, such an event could be an
output.  Otherwise sharing data
and findings via Miro Boards will
be an output.  Events with the
established CoP toward
stimulating activity.

Employing Non Fungible Tokens (NFTs)

One of the main trends in the art world today is Non Fungible
Tokens (NFTs). This is a trend that brings together the world of
(Digital) Art and the world of technology. It is about using Blockchain
technology to solve one of the main concerns of digital artists and
art collectors: Guaranteeing the Ownership and Authenticity of a
work of (digital) art. This is a unique opportunity for the artistic
community, which sees in this technology the possibility of adding
value to its works and having a more secure and reliable market, as
well as being able to make the market more inclusive by eliminating
barriers to entry for artists. On the other hand, it also has its
downsides, such as the ethical aspects linked to crypto-art and
speculation or the environmental impact derived from the intensive
use of energy that this technology requires.

T-Lab 1
& 2

Bilbao,
London

The formats can be various. A
first more generic event to
capture interest in the subject in
the form of a talk makes sense
and, later on, organising more
specific events 1) Workshop for
the more technical part linked
to Blockchain and the use of
Ethereum
(https://ethereum.org/en/nft/), 2)
a Webinar related to business
models and marketplaces
through which digital art based
on NFTs can be monetised and
3) an open discussion with
experts debating ethical aspects
such as crypto-art speculation or
the environmental impact of
blockchain and NFTs.
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Challenge 5 - Probes

Probes challenge 5 T-Labs Pilots Output formats

Vernacular Science through nomadic meanwhile use strategies
Expanding on the idea of Walkscapes, utilize participatory mapping
and data collection tools to help the community capture the
memory of their heritage, both in the history of Almada and Trafaria,
but also in the knowledge of their natural environment. Taking
inspiration from cases such as Manifattura Tabacchi and Friche, this
probe proposes to incorporate and develop different tools and
methods of vernacular science to progressively and incrementally
interrogate perceptions and feelings attributed to the area under
regeneration, so as to better understand the potential for nomadic
strategies of meanwhile activation.

T-Lab 7,
1

Lisbon,
Bilbao

● Mapping tools & methods
● Webinars

Intergenerational empowerment through arts-driven
environmental education
Utilizing the capital generated by stakeholders such as the music
school, and activities such as the university’s Poetry Slam, to capture
the witness of older generations (i.e. fishing community) in how their
environment (particularly the sea) has changed, if at all, over the
years, while simultaneously enabling younger groups to express their
visions and hopes for the future of their community and
environment. Such synergies have the potential for storytelling from
past experiences to generate collective future scenarios for all ages.

T-Lab 1,
7

Lisbon ● Inspirational cases
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Training champions of the community
Tapping into the potential of the fishing community by providing
them with the skills and supportive environment they need to both
pass on the knowledge of their craft and their witness to the
changes in the environment over the years in a way that is
sustainable and fit for continuity. We have the potential to learn from
natural ways of systemic working from the past to the future.
Moreover, traditional means of making can inspire and bridge to
digital approaches without alienation or intimidation.

T-Lab 2,
7

Lisbon ● Inspirational cases

Governance of innovation ecosystems
Providing the pilot with a workshop or other suitable format where
different governance configurations for innovation ecosystems are
presented and discussed. Public collaboration labs, platform-based
models, community trusts, pacts of collaboration are some examples
of governance arrangements that can sustain innovation and social
innovation, and be ‘tested’ through meanwhile activities aimed at
engaging and empowering different audiences in the reactivation
and management of urban assets.

T-Lab 7,
6

Bilbao,
Milan,
Kaunas

● Workshops and webinars
● Case-studies

Challenge 6 - Probes

Probe T-Labs Pilots Output formats

Nature-Based-Solutions portfolio
The Probe will be aimed at promoting urban strategies dealing with
environmental, social and economic challenges faced by cities and
urban communities related to poor air quality, heat islands, flood

T-Lab 5 Amsterd
am

A round table of city
representatives, academics and
practitioners sharing good
practices on the use of NBSs in
urban planning and urban
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risks, social exclusion, degraded urban environments. These
challenges lead to a myriad of health impacts , quality of life,
well-being and safety of citizens of European cities, especially
among the less privileged classes.
Urban authorities have developed local strategies, mainly based on
the increasing use of nature based solutions, to improve the social
and environmental quality of the urban context limiting land
consumption and encouraging the recovery and reuse of existing
areas and buildings. Nature-based solutions can favour sustainable
urbanisation, restore degraded ecosystems, improve climate change
adaptation and mitigation, and help risk management and
resilience. Furthermore, by reshaping the urban environment, NBSs
can enhance inclusivity, equitability and liveability, regenerate
deprived districts, improve citizens’ mental and physical health and
quality of life, reduce violence, and decrease social tensions through
better social cohesion particularly for most vulnerable groups e. g.
children, elderly and people of low socioeconomic status.
The Probe will bring the evidence that greener cities work better for
people and communities, share local policies and plans at urban
level and promote  the uptake of nature-based solutions in urban
planning by the T-Factor pilots.

regeneration.

Thinking the meanwhile circularly & collaboratively

The aim of this t-probe is to support and accompany pilots in
thinking about the potential inclusion of circular and collaborative
economy practices and processes into the design and prototyping of
meanwhile uses and spaces. In particular, we  first envisage focusing

T-Lab 5 tbc There will be two types of
outputs: First,  an open seminar
on circular and collaborative
economy in urban regeneration
processes. This seminar will
contain keynote speakers in
circular and collaborative
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on the opportunities raised by regeneration processes that generate
a lot of waste and materials that can be recycled and also how urban
regeneration practices may include circular economy principles in
the use, recycling and reuse of some resources (examples of
Sustainable Urban Drainage systems, rainwater
harvesting/greywater reuse, etc.). Second, we will explore how the
circular economy can be enacted and enhanced through
collaborative economy approaches in the process of urban
regeneration. And third, we will  explore how meanwhile spaces may
emerge as interesting spaces to promote and showcase
collaborative economy practices.

A first seminar session will explain and showcase different
approaches and best practice in circular and collaborative economy
initiatives. This will be followed by a second round of seminars where
T-Lab 5 will dynamise collaborative sessions with pilot cities to think
of potential ideas for the design, implementation and ongoing
programming of meanwhile spaces that through circular and
collaborative economies might help facing local challenges.

economy and a  round table on
the intersection between
circularity and collaborative
economy in the context of
meanwhile uses in urban
regeneration.

Second, a participatory
workshop with pilots on
thinking circular and
collaborative ideas for their
meanwhile uses.
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